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I feel that establishing an understanding of the Formal Elements of Art and Design is one of
the key foundations for a good grasp of the visual arts in the formative years. This
understanding comes from breaking down the nature of art into its most basic forms or
elements, (in the same way as one would when teaching literacy, languages, mathematics,
music, science, etc.) There are seven basic Formal Elements from which all visual art is
composed - line, tone, colour, form, shape, space, pattern and texture.
So when I was invited to develop a project based upon the Stone Age, I felt it was a good
opportunity to explore the Formal Elements of Art and Design alongside the earliest forms
of creative expression. As the students in the group had already learned a good deal about
the Stone Age and created artwork around the topic, I wanted to build upon these
experiences and highlight the evolution of creativity and visual communication from these
ancient artworks to the present. We did this by comparing cave art to the art of different
time periods, including contemporary making.
By exploring a wide variety of techniques and materials the students were exposed to a
broad range of creative experiences. Some of these experiences functioned as stand alone
exercises, e.g. 3D clay ‘sketching’ rough figurines based upon Stone Aged carvings, whereas
others, e.g. the card mask, were a sustained sequence. The main focus throughout the project
was experimentation and this formed a crucial part of every session. These tests were
documented by the students in their art books and assembled to form a diverse learning
journey. Each key activity was evaluated, with group discussion, peer and self review as
integral parts of the process.
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Session One
This session was focused upon line, shape,
pattern and colour and the stimulus was hands
in Stone Age art. It was broken down into the
following sequence of activities:
A group response to the Cueva de las Manos
cave paintings in Argentina. For this activity
students made card stencils of their hands and
used these to make prints like those on the
cave walls by rubbing natural earth toned
crayons and charcoal over the stencil. We used
a long strip of brown paper to represent the
cave wall.

An individual response to the idea of hand
patterns, but with a modern twist. After
discussing why the types of colours we have
today were not available in the stone age, we
identified the different ‘modern’ colours and
used these to make a graphic style pattern
with pencil colours.

We concluded the session with a look at how
hands have been represented in art over time
with a focus upon observed qualities. We
looked at examples by Leonardo da Vinci and
M.C.Escher. After testing our drawing pencils,
we attempted to make a linear drawing of our
own hands from observation.
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Session Two
This session was focused upon line, shape and
form and the stimulus was Figures in Stone Age
art. After a review of the previous weeks learning,
the sequence was as follows:
Discussion of the cave paintings from Cueva de
Altamira, Spain, which feature depictions of
human figures. We identified the key features of
these figures and the way they were painted
focusing upon the words linear, action, expression
and simplicity. We then stood up and acted out
various poses with our own bodies to get a better
understanding of action poses.
We looked at simple expressive figures in the
work of L.S. Lowery and Kieth Haring and
discussed how communication of ideas and
feelings can be shown through very simple
renderings of the human form. We tried drawing
our own ‘stick’ action figures. The students were
challenged to describe a number of emotions
through simple line drawings of people.
Our next challenge was to draw the human figure
in proportion, which we did by looking at mankins
for the basic structure and position. Students were
given a blank grid template with seven equal
boxes into which they planned their manikin
figure. We reviewed our key findings and
compared figures from the stone age paintings to
actual human proportions.
Finally we looked at a selection of carved Stone
Age sculptural forms, in particular Lion Man from
Stadel Cave, Germany. We talked about the
simplification of the human forms in the Stone
Age sculptures and compared these to Egyptian
Statues, The Terracotta Army from China and
‘Field’ by British contemporary artist Anthony
Gormely. Students were then challenged to make
their own 3D figure from clay.
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Session Three
This session was focused upon line, tone, colour, shape,
texture and form and the stimulus was Stone Age
faces. After reflecting upon our learning so far, the
sequence was as follows: Exploring faces and masks
from the stone age. We Researched the reconstructed
faces of Cheddar Man and Whitehawk Woman to get
an impression of how our ancestors would have looked
as well as contemporary interpretations of how Stone
Age peoples may have decorated their faces for
ceremonies or battles. We also learned that Stone Age
artists had also created masks by carving rocks. We
looked at what are thought to be death masks from a
Stone Age site in the Judean Hills, Israel.

We discussed the expressive qualities of the simple Stone Aged masks and pulled our own
expressions to communicate different feelings. After identifying which features of the face
were most important in conveying emotion we set about planning our own interpretations of
Stone Age masks. The students used basic cardboard templates to create the shape of the
mask and then added features using a variety of car construction techniques. The key features
were glued into place.

While the glue dried on the masks we explored the paint mixing and application techniques
that we would use to develop our masks. After a brief review of colour mixing theory, we set
about producing a range of earthy colours which would be suitable for our stone aged pieces.
These were tested on a separate sheet of paper upon which we also practiced the sponging
technique which would be used to create the appearance of texture on our masks. Finally, once
we were confident with our colours and techniques we applied colour to the card masks.
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Session Four
This session was focused upon reviewing our learning journey, the completion of our masks as
well as the documentation and evaluation of our art work. After reviewing the progress of our
masks, the learning sequence was as follows:
Planning composition onto test paper. Using the ideas and techniques from earlier sessions,
students were challenged to design decorations for their mask which would include hand
stencils and expressive cave art style figures. Plans were explored using the colour testing
sheet from the last session so that students could see how the materials and colours would
work prior to working onto their final piece. Peer review helped students to see how their
designs could be developed before proceeding.Once the students were happy and confident
in their designs they moved onto completing their Stone Age masks. Firstly they transferred
their designs, then we punched holes in the sides and added strings. Finally we made some
strategic cuts in the top and bottom of the mask to help it bend to the shapes of our heads
more effectively. Once the masks were completed we tried them on!
Our final activity was to complete our project documentation and evaluate our art work. The
students used their sketchbooks to record their work and comments.

Overall it was a fun project to work on and my ‘glow’ moment came when one of the
students said that she’d realised that everything in art didn’t need to be “perfect and
right the first time” and that she’d really enjoyed the experimentation. Perhaps
everyone's favourite aspect of this project was exploring clay. The 3D clay ‘sketching’
challenge was to create a fully three dimensional form which was free standing. The
objective here was simply for the students to familiarise themselves with the material
and test its properties.
There was no need to produce a final ‘finished’
outcome and forms could be modeled and
remodeled over and over. The students were really
thrilled to be handling the clay and modelling forms
freely, which was a completely different experience
to the 2D rendering work they had previously done.
This was an excellent opportunity for those students
who found the drawing work tricky, to express
themselves in a completely different way. Everyone
enjoyed giving their models basic expressive
qualities and some students really let their
imaginations fly.
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